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Annual Examination , March 2021 

               English                                         Time:45 min.                              

Class 1          Marks :20 

1. Which word is a  verb? 

a. Clock   b. snacks   c. swims  (1/2) 

2. Choose the correct pronoun in the place of  underlined words. 

My  parents are going  to a party. 

a. He   b. we    c. they  (1/2) 

3. This is  a mango. The mango is the king of the fruits. 

a. He   b. we    c. it   (1/2) 

4. Tom and I are in the same class. 

a. We   b. they   c. he   (1/2) 

       5.Choose the action word (verb) in the following sentence. 

Always obey your elders.        (1/2) 

         a. Always  b. obey   c. elders 

6. Choose the action word in the following sentence. 

The cat is hiding under the table.      (1/2)  

a. Cat  b. hiding  c. table    

7. Find the Preposition. 

I will see you on Friday.        (1/2) 

a. I   b. on   c. Friday 

8. Find the preposition. 

There is a bee in the room.       (1/2) 

 a. is   b. bee   c. in 

       9. Write the female naming word  of  ‘  tiger ’     (1/2) 



 a .tiger   b. tigress  c. tigerss 

     10. Write the opposite  word   of  ‘ few ‘       (1/2) 

 a. small   b. many  c. far 

    11. India   -------many states.        (1/2) 

 a. have     b. has 

   12. Ram and Ravi   -------------    sister.       (1/2) 

 a. have     b. has 

  13.  You   -------- scared.         (1/2) 

 a. is    b. am   c. are 

  14.  I   -------   looking at them.        (1/2) 

 a. is    b. am   c.  are 

15.  The tree  ---------  green.         (1/2) 

 a. is    b. am   c. are 

16.  Do you  ----------an elder brother? 

 a. has      b. have     (1/2) 

17. Choose the describing word (adjective) in the following sentence. 

 The moon looks so beautiful ! 

 a. moon   b. looks  c. beautiful   (1/2) 

18. Which of the following is not a proper noun 

 a. Sunday   b. socks  Sam    (1/2) 

19. Which word in this sentence is an adjective. 

We saw a pretty sunset. 

a. We  b. pretty   c. sunset   (1/2) 

20. Which is an example of preposition? 



a. Is    b. in    c. but   (1/2) 

21 .Choose the describing word(adjective) in the following sentence. 

A  colourful  butterfly was sitting in the garden. 

a. Garden  b. butterfly  c. colourful   (1) 

22.     A large owl lived in a tall tree. The adjectives in this sentence are; 

a. Owl  and  tree   b. large and tall    (1) 

23.How many nouns are there in the sentence ‘The book is on the table in the 

kitchen. ’ 

a. 1    b.2    c. 3   (1)  

  24. The faces of the school girls are……… 

 a. scrubbed   b. unclean   c. dirty   (1) 

  25. Kalia takes his family to the town in a ------------------ 

 a. car    b. carriage  c. bullock-cart     (1) 

 26. What was the birthday gift of Varun? 

 a. new dress   b. teddy bear  c. a cute puppy  (1) 

 27. Suraj has a dog named   ----------- 

 a. Chandra   b. Moti   c.Rocky   (1) 

 28. Why was the lion angry? 

           a.  the rabbit went late to the lion’s den.    b. the rabbit came on time.   (1)    

29. The lion was ----------------------------- 

 a. lazy     b. active     (1) 

30. The piercing  whistle  of the school bus says ……………. 

 a. it’s coming.     b. it’s leaving.    (1) 
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